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KASHMIR
5 Nights 6 Days



Trip Details

• 1 night stay in Deluxe Houseboat Srinagar

• 2 nights stay in 3* Hotel in Gulmarg
• 2 nights stay in 3* Hotel in Srinagar
• Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner

• INR – 29,999/- Per Person



INCLUSIONS

➢Accommodation in hotels/ resorts including breakfast &
Dinner
➢Chandanwari, aru valley & Betab valley by private vehicle
➢Cable car both phase at Gulmarg & Shikara Ride in Srinagar
in dal lake / Nigeen lake
➢ A/C vehicle as mentioned for all transfer & sightseeing &

Non-AC in Winter.
➢ Parking fees and Toll

EXCLUSIONS

➢Any Airfare/Train fare.
➢ Entrance fees to all Sightseeing, Amusement parks &
Boating charges.
➢Any portage at Airports and hotels, tips, insurance, wine,
mineral water, telephone charges and all items of personal
nature.
➢Any services that not specifically mentioned in the
inclusions
.➢ Expenses caused by factors beyond our control like rail
and flight delays, roadblocks, and vehicle malfunctions.
Political disturbances etc.



Day 1: Arrival in Srinagar- Gulmarg
On your arrival in Srinagar and transfer to Gulmarg 
(approximately 2-3 hours' drive). Check into your hotel and 
spend the rest of the day exploring the scenic beauty of 
Gulmarg. Spend the day exploring Gulmarg, known as the 
"Meadow of Flowers.“  overnight stay at Gulmarg.

Day 2: Gulmarg sightseeing
Wake up early and head to the picturesque Alpather Lake,
situated at the foot of the Apharwat Peak. The lake is known
for its stunning views and serene ambiance.
njoy breathtaking views and indulge in activities like a
Gondola ride (cable car) to Khilanmarg, horseback riding, or a
leisurely walk amidst the beautiful surroundings..



Day 3: Gulmarg to Srinagar
Check out from hotel and head to Srinagar. Visit the famous 
Shankaracharya Temple, located on a hilltop, to enjoy 
panoramic views of Srinagar. Explore the local markets for 
shopping and souvenirs. Don't miss out on trying traditional 
Kashmiri cuisine. In the evening, take a stroll around Dal 
Lake and enjoy the beautiful scenery. You can also take a 
Shikara ride to explore the lake.

Day 4: Srinagar - Sonamarg - Srinagar
Morning: Take a day trip to Sonamarg, also known as the
"Meadow of Gold" (approximately 2-3 hours' drive from
Srinagar). Enjoy the scenic beauty of Sonamarg, surrounded
by snow-capped mountains and alpine meadows.
Visit Thajiwas Glacier, take a pony ride, or simply relax
amidst the stunning landscapes.
Return to Srinagar in the evening and overnight stay.



Day 7: Departure:  

Check out from the hotel and depart from Srinagar.

Day 5: Srinagar - Pahalgam - Srinagar
Morning: Depart from Srinagar to Pahalgam, known as the 
"Valley of Shepherds" (approximately 2-3 hours' drive).
Explore Pahalgam and visit attractions such as Betaab Valley, 
Aru Valley, and Chandanwari.
Enjoy a leisurely walk along the Lidder River or go for pony 
rides amidst the picturesque surroundings.
Return to Srinagar in the evening and overnight stay.



CANCELLATION POLICY
➢ If cancellations are made 30 days before the

start date of the trip, 25% of total tour cost will
be charged as cancellation fees

➢ If cancellations are made 15 -30 days before the
start date of the trip, 50% of total tour cost will
be charged as cancellation fees

➢ If cancellations are made 0-15 days before the
start date of the trip, 100% of total tour cost will
be charged as cancellation fees

• PLEASE NOTE: We charge 2.9% of the total
amount of booking as our service fee in case of
any cancellation over and above the above
cancellation charges.8690967788

➢ Check-in/Check-out time at the hotel is 12.00 hrs.

➢ All the sightseeing covered as per the timing of the travel.

➢ Final confirmation will be provided after the full payment.

➢ No refund or compensation for any unused services.

➢ Extra charges applicable if any change in the itinerary, stay on account of

flight cancellation due to bad weather, ill health, roadblocks and / or any

factors beyond our control.

➢ Kindly carry a Valid Original Photo Id.

➢ We are Not responsible for any delay of Flights or road closed due to Land

slide and weather condition.

➢ Only Post-Paid Networks Operates in Kashmir & Ladakh.

➢ In Gulmarg Our Vehicle will be Parked in Parking Area, Due to Horse Man

Union, Clients must take Pony on their Own Cost for Gondola or walk.

➢ Room’s allotment is done by hotel, we do not guarantee any types of rooms

with view and floors.
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IMPORTANT NOTES:



BRANDS WE WORKED WITH
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THANKS FOR CHOOSING
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